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By BeI·Dao
Translated by Bonnie S. McDougall

Doubtful· Things
The fugitive passage of history
a woman's enigmatic smile
are our treasures
-the delicate patterns of marble
are open to doubt
signal lights in three colours
stand for the order of the seasons
the man who watches his birdcage
also watches his own age
-the inn's red tin roof
is open to doubt
the quicksilver of language
drips from a mossy tongue
rushing in all directions
along the flyover bridge
-the silent piano in the apartment building
is open to doubt
the small trees in the asylum
are trussed again and again
the model in the shop window
measures shoppers with her glass eyes
-bare feet on the doorstep
are open to doubt
-our love is open to doubt
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Starting from Yesterday

The Dawn's Bronze Mirror

I cannot penetrate the music
I can only lower myself to revolve on the black record
in the blurred moment of time
In the background fixed by lightning
yesterday a faint fragrance drifted from each flower
yesterday the folding chairs were opened one by one
giving everyone a seat
the sick have been waiting too long
the winter shore in their eyes
stretches further and further away

In the dawn's bronze mirror
dawn is displayed
the falcons gather at a single focus
the eye of the typhoon is still
on the shore where the singers cluster
only a hospital, frozen into jade
is chanting low
in the dawn's bronze mirror
dawn is displayed
from the patience of despair
:;eamen experience the happiness of stone
and the happiness of the sky
. and the happiness of oyster shells that store
a tiny grain of sand

I can only penetrate the winter shore
or else, the hinterland
sending red leaves scattering In fright
I can only penetrate the dim school corridors
confronting specimens of every species of bird
oj

The Fable

in the dawn's bronze mirror
dawn is displayed
the sail on the roof hasn't yet been hoisted
the grain in the wood unfolds the shapeS of the sea
we gaze at each other across the table
and will finally lose
the only dawn between us
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He lives in his fable
he is no longer the master of the fable
the fable has been resold
Into another plump hand

Expectation

he lives in the plump hand
a canary is his soul
his throat is a jeweller's shop
around him a glass cage

No long flights of stairs
lead to the loneliest place
no people from different ages
walk on the same whip
no tame deer
roam the wi.ldemess of dreams
there is no expectation

he lives in the glass cage
between the hats and the shoes
the pocket of the four seasons
is stuffed with a dozen faces

there is only a petrified seed

he lives in the twelve faces
but the river he has betrayed
follows closely behind him
recalling the eyes of a dog
he lives in the dog's eyes
he sees the world's hunger
and the wealth of one man
he is the master of his fable

/

even the mountain range's lies
do not deny its existence
but the teeth which represent
human wisdom and violence
are waiting in patience
waiting for the single fruit
after the flower's glitter
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at the theatre the lights dim

they have waited several thousand years

yOU sit among
the finely sculpted ears
.you sit in the centre of the noise
.and then you go deaf
yOU have heard the 50S

the plua of longing unfolds
unwritten history
a blind man gropes his way
my hand moves over
the blank paper, leaving nothing behind
I am moving
I am the blind man
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Death Watch Night
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The small village ~nd the village's skinny donkeys
are tethered by withered trees
the roads of the .epidemic crisscross
running towards other districts
a century's dust covers the sky
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many languages
fly around the world
producing sparks when they collide
sometimes of hate
sometimes of love

Ie

the death watch monk only faces
things which have not happened
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reason's mansion
Is quietly collapsing
baskets woven of thoughts
as flimsy as bamboo splints
are filled with blind toadstools

drifting snowbanks
crowd around the fire in the fierce dog's eyes
the window paper has scattered the weight of the moonlight
the door is quietly pushed open
a century's night is so graceful

the beasts on the cliff
run past, trampling the flowers
a dandelion grows secretly
in a c;eriain corner
the wind has carried away its seeds

the death watch monk only faces
things which have not happened
the padlock rattles and bangs
the wooden box hoards the hours of dark.ness
the old cat sleeps in a stupor
a mask to ward off evil hangs on the wall
a century's dream lights the oil lamp

many languages
fly around the world
the production of languages
can neither increase nor decrease
mankind's silent suffering

50S

the death watch monk only faces
Ihings which have not happened
the shrine to the local god at the village entrance
is wreathed in blue smoke
the epitaph gives the stone life
and I!iJnless moans
a century's memories arrange swarms of ants
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rain beats the dusk
the sharks of unk.nown nationality
have beached themselves, wartime bulletins
are still the news
you carry a measuring cup to the sea
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the death watch monk only faces
things which have not happened
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A Single Room
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when he was born the furniture was tall and grand
now it is very low aod shabby
there are no windows or doors, a bulb
Is the only source of light
he is content with the room tempenture
but curses loudly the bad weather he can't see
hostile bottles stand in a row against the wall
the tops opened, but who is he drinking with
he strenuously hammers nails ioto the walls
to let an imaginary lame horse surmount these obstacles
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a slipper chasing bedbugs tramps across
the ceiling, leaving behind patterned prints of hope
he longs to see blood
his own blood. splashed like the sunset
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the flowing folds of your robe
are your faint respiration
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on each palm of your thousand arms
lies an unblinking eye
they caress the static silence
making all things perpetually intermingle
as in a dream
enduring centuries of hunger and thirst
the pearl set in your forehead
stands for the sea's matchless power
that renders a pebble as transparent
as water
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the swell of your sexless
half-naked bosom
is no more than a longing for motherhood
to feed the world's sorrows
making them grow
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